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What is the TPP?
• Long-range transportation plan for the Twin Cities region
• Part of the federal 3C planning process – cooperative, 

continuous, comprehensive
• Required under state and federal law
• Prepared by Council in coordination with

– Transportation Advisory Board
– Minnesota Department of Transportation
– Metropolitan Airports Commission
– Local governments
– Public input

• Includes multiple modes – highways, transit, bikes, 
pedestrians, freight, aviation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The transportation plan plays a couple of very specific roles - It is a required document under federal planning regulations and is certified by the FHWA and FTA to have followed and met the required federal components.The largest focus of the plan under federal law is to identify expected regionally significant transportation investments and to demonstrate that these planned investments can reasonably be assumed to be affordable under the plans’ financial assumptions – in this plan this is known as the Current Revenue scenario but is often referred to as the fiscally constrained scenario.- Federal law does allow for providing a vision for how an increased level of transportation revenue might be spent – in this plan this is referred to as the Increased Revenue scenario, but the programs or projects identified in the increased revenue scenario are not considered part of the approved plan.  If, and hopefully when, the new revenue is realized the projects must be amended into the plan.In addition to identifying investments federal regulations now require the plan to be a performance-based plan and also to assess the impacts of the investments on populations covered under the Environmental Justice regulations and also air quality impacts of the investments.At the state level, the Council is required to produce a regional development guide and system statements which implement the guide. This plan represents two of the four systems defined in state law, transportation and aviation are included in this plan, wastewater and parks are the remaining two systems.  Thrive MSP 2040 is the region’s newly adopted development guide and this draft incorporates the high level policy direction provided by Thrive. Thrive also produced new 2040 population, employment and household forecasts. This plan’s our travel forecasts are based on the new Thrive forecasts.- A primary role of the system plans are to provide guidance to local governments regarding what regional system investments should be reflected in their comprehensive plans.    -All local units of government in the seven county area must prepare plans that reflect and conform to the Council’s system plans.   
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Why Update the TPP Now?
• Federal law requires MPOs to update their long range 

surface transportation plans every four years (in air 
quality maintenance areas)

• Current 2040 plan was adopted January 2015, approved 
by FHWA / FTA March 2015

• State law only requires an update every 10 years, other 
regional system plans, including Aviation not being 
updated

• A currently approved long range plan is required to 
receive federal transportation funds
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Why adopt the plan in 2018 
rather than 2019?
• Federal law would require a March 2019 adoption
• New administration and Council incoming winter 2019
• 2018 adoption gives greatest flexibility to new 

Governor/Council to adopt a new plan upon chosen 
schedule (if desired) 

• Refine Thrive and related transportation policy direction 
with current Council

• Avoids potential federal noncompliance and risk to 
funding
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Date Activity
January - December 2017 Staff TPP development; consult with external 

stakeholders
January – December 2017 Bring draft changes and recommendations 

through committees
January 11, 2018 Draft to TAC-Planning
February 7 and 21, 2018 Draft to TAC and TAB
March 12 and 28, 2018 Draft to Transportation Committee and Council 

to release for public comment
April 23, 2018 Public hearing at Transportation Committee
May 14, 2018 Public comment period closes
June 20, 2018 Info item at TAB: public comment
June TBD, 2018 Committee of the Whole: public comment
July 9 and 25, 2018 Final 2040 TPP Update to TC and Council for 

adoption

Proposed Timeline
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Changes will be focused and 
limited
• Current plan has been in place only 2 years – few 

intervening changes
• Last update incorporated policy direction of Thrive MSP 

2040, opportunity to better refine connection to regional 
outcomes

• Municipalities are in midst of comprehensive plan 
updates

– 2018 plans must be consistent with and conform to 2040 plan 
(adopted in 2015)

– Avoid potential confusion with partners
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Expected Changes
• Updated fiscal projections for highways and transit

– Statewide highway plan (MnSHIP)
– Regional highway spending study
– Transit funding and CTIB changes

• Incorporate study results
– CMSP 4
– MnPASS 3
– PA Intersection Conversion Study
– Truck Highway Corridors Study
– Bicycle Barriers Study
– Gold Line locally preferred alternative (LPA)

• Incorporate performance measures 
• Respond to TMA Certification Review comments
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each plan update (which occurs every four years) makes incremental changes to the plan and build’s on the past plan’s policies and investment direction.  We frequently tell our policymakers that it really wouldn’t be much of a long-range plan if every four years we completely switched the policy direction.  One of the major changes in this plan in the organization of the plan itself which is different than past plans-overview up front, goals, objectgives and .  This change makes the plan look very different, though in many respects the information hasn’t changed it is just organized in a different manner. The plan incorporates the regional direction of Thrive – primarily tying  in the five regional outcomes of  stewardship, prosperity, equity, livability and sustainability, and also the population, household and job forecasts in Thrive.   Another emphasis from Thrive is the connection between transportation investments and land use.Some of the  changes being reflected in the plan due to federal regulations are the update of the revenue estimates and the inclusion of local transportation revenue estimates, and the changes related to making the plan a performance-based plan.  
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Proposed Stakeholder 
Involvement
• Process will be a continuation of Thrive outreach
• Council member strategic management team will provide 

direction
• Utilize existing TAB and TAC committee structure
• Web and online engagement techniques
• Targeted listening sessions, in-person engagement
• Studies being incorporated also have public outreach
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each plan update (which occurs every four years) makes incremental changes to the plan and build’s on the past plan’s policies and investment direction.  We frequently tell our policymakers that it really wouldn’t be much of a long-range plan if every four years we completely switched the policy direction.  One of the major changes in this plan in the organization of the plan itself which is different than past plans-overview up front, goals, objectgives and .  This change makes the plan look very different, though in many respects the information hasn’t changed it is just organized in a different manner. The plan incorporates the regional direction of Thrive – primarily tying  in the five regional outcomes of  stewardship, prosperity, equity, livability and sustainability, and also the population, household and job forecasts in Thrive.   Another emphasis from Thrive is the connection between transportation investments and land use.Some of the  changes being reflected in the plan due to federal regulations are the update of the revenue estimates and the inclusion of local transportation revenue estimates, and the changes related to making the plan a performance-based plan.  
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Thrive MSP Outcomes, Priorities
• Stewardship
• Prosperity
• Equity

• Livability
• Sustainability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thrive: about common values, then about how to use any resources best to move the region toward those valuesStewardship…responsibly managing the region’s resources, and making strategic investments in our region’s future. Prosperity…investments that attract and retain successful businesses, a talented workforce, and, consequently, wealth.Equity…connecting all residents to opportunity and creating viable housing, transportation, and recreation options for people of all races, ethnicities, incomes, and abilities. Livability…how places and infrastructure create and enhance the quality of life that makes our region a great place to live…Sustainability…preserving our capacity to maintain and support our region’s well-being and productivity over the long term. 
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Transportation Policy Plan 2040

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Required by state and federal lawsTwo of four metropolitan systems plansRegional Transportation and AviationRegional ParksRegional Water ResourcesMust be updated every 4 yearsBuilds upon new Thrive MSP 2040 5 outcomes  3 principlesNew  2040 forecasts for jobs and population Provides guidance for local comprehensive plansBasis for Council’s review of local plans (consistency and conformance) Incorporates Thrive MSP 2040 policy directionSets regional outcomes, principlesCommunity level population, household, jobs data to 2040Leveraging transportation investment to guide land useUpdated current revenue estimatesPerformance-based planning, goals, objectives, strategiesUnder the Land Use and Local Planning chapter the key changes include establishing land use and density requirements around transitway stations and also including a section describing the recommended elements and best practices for local bicycle and pedestrian planning as part of local comprehensive plans.Other engagement detailsTransportation-related studiesFeedback from the Thrive MSP 2040 processPartner Agency Working GroupPolicymaker Task ForceCTIBAdvisory committees (TAB, TAC, LUAC, TAAC)Public engagement and input
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Regional Connections

• Transportation 
investment connects 
people to regional 
destinations

• Land use is key to 
success of transportation 
investments

• Interconnectedness of 
modes

• Provide options

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking points on land use bullet:Cole gave presentation on land use chapter (September 2014).  More on land use was significant emphasis of this plan given relationship with successful transit.In response to CTIB input, revised language about tying land use to funding decisions in final version.
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Current Regional Investment
• Current plan anticipated revenues: $84 billion through 

2040
‒ Local transportation: $42 billion
‒ State highways: $11 billion
‒ Transit: $31 billion

• Includes capital and 
operating funding

• Little change expected 
but…
‒ potential legislative 

action
‒ CTIB/county funding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Current Revenue Scenario Assumptions include:State general fund and bonding (uncertainty in being sustained at past/current levels)New Starts – competitive, not guaranteedMetro Mobility funding growthTransportation Challenges and OpportunitiesTraditional transportation needs are greater than the resources available. We need to innovate and make strategic decisions.Transportation investments can help sustain and strengthen our region’s economic competitivenessThe region’s population and employment are going to grow, leading to more travelHighway congestion is a reality of our economic growth and can be eased and managedPeople and businesses are demanding more and better travel optionsTransportation decisions impact our communities and the environment, and we should make them responsiblyAccess to jobs and opportunity is an issue of equityLand use and development patterns affect our stewardship of the transportation system
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Regional Investment Needs
• Increased Revenue 

Scenario
‒ Potential for more 

revenue than 
anticipated

‒ $8-10 billion more for 
state highways

‒ $7-9 billion more for 
transit

Incorporates 
Governor’s funding 
proposal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This assumes historical revenues from the feds, state GO bonds. And these historical figures may not be sustained.
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Vehicle Travel Projections for 7-
county Region

2010
2040 Current 

Revenue 
Scenario

Change Percent 
Change

Population 2,850,000 3,673,860 +823,860 +29%

Daily Vehicle 
Trips 7,600,000 9,776,000 +2,176,000 +28%

Daily Vehicle 
Miles Traveled 72,900,000 89,420,000 +16,520,000 +23%

Daily Vehicle
Miles Traveled 
per Resident

25.6 miles 
per resident

24.3 miles per 
resident

-1.3 miles per 
resident -5%
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Performance Based Planning
• Federal law requires MPOs to tie the selection of 

transportation investments to outcomes and measure 
progress towards meeting the desired outcomes 
(performance-based planning)

• Current plan sets Transportation System Goals, 
Objectives, Strategies

• A key component of performance based planning is 
identifying the important measures that will help the 
region select investments  

• Selected performance measures and targets included in 
plan update

• Ability to describe impact of the plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TPP goes beyond MAP-21 requirements by identifying measures for all modes in the plan (MAP 21 has nothing for bikes, peds, aviation-only 1 for  transit -asset management- and a variety of highway measures, including truck freight. For the next plan, the Council would like highway performance measures and targets for the PA and A-minor highway system. This also goes beyond MAP-21 which only requires targets on the NHS (PA’s). We will be working over the next year and a half to define these performance measures and identify targets.  Fed guidance is slow to be released
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2040 Plan Goals
• Stewardship: Strategically preserve, maintain and operate 

system assets
• Safety and Security: The system is safe and secure for all 

users
• Access to Destinations: A reliable, affordable, and efficient 

multimodal transportation system connects to destinations 
throughout the region and beyond

• Competitive Economy: The system supports economic 
competitiveness, vitality, and prosperity of the region and state

• Healthy Communities: The system advances equity and 
contributes to communities’ livability and sustainability while 
protecting the natural, cultural, and developed environments

• Land Use: Leverage transportation investments to guide land 
use and development patterns
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Highway Investment Direction
• Invest in highways strategically, focusing on affordable, 

multimodal, and flexible solutions that put priority on 
addressing existing problems through the regional 
highway system

• Congestion on the system will be a reality, and the 
system must be managed and optimized to the greatest 
extent possible

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are quotes from the TPP that illustrate the region’s approach to investment on the highway system.
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Traffic Management 
Technologies

Spot Mobility Improvements

MnPASS

Strategic Capacity

Hierarchy of Regional Mobility 
Investments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Improvements on highways within the region should follow this hierarchy. The improvements at the top of the chart should be implemented before improvements below it. There are obviously exceptions to these rules but the guiding principles remain.
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Current State Highway Investment
• Current Revenue: 

$11 billion (capital 
and operating)

• MnSHIP Update 
shows little change

• Limited Mobility 
investments

• Highlight I-94 
project and 
connections to 
Thrive

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Current Revenue Scenario allocates $11 billion 2015-2040 Region’s highest state highway prioritiesDoes not identify projects for $1.5 billion federal Regional Solicitation funding for A-minorsReported in “year of expenditure” dollarsRegional Highway System Investment Prioritization Factors Requirements:Safety and securityOperate, maintain, and rebuildPrioritization FactorsImproves economic vitalityImproves critical regional highway system connectivityIncreases regional highway system travel time reliabilitySupports job and population growth forecasts and local comprehensive plansRegional balance of investmentsCategories: 1. Operate and maintain highway assets2. Program support3. Rebuild and replace highway assets4. Safety improvements5. Bicycle and accessible pedestrian improvementsRegional Mobility Improvements6. Traffic management technologies7. Spot mobility improvements8. MnPASS 9. Strategic capacity enhancements10. Highway access improvements
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Increased State Highway Investment

• Increased Revenue: 
additional $8-10 billion 
(capital and operating)

• Legislative action could 
increase funding

• Focus investments on 
combining Mobility 
projects with planned 
preservation

• A-minor/county road 
investments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Increased Revenue Scenario allocates $8 to $10 billionNext set of prioritiesFunding amount based on Governor Dayton’s Transportation Finance Advisory Committee (TFAC) plus operations and maintenance information from MnDOTEquivalent to more than a 40 cent increase in gas tax, with 25 cents to keep up with inflation Beyond Increased Revenue ScenarioAdditional Highway NeedsMay study if not listed in planUse adopted population, household, and employment forecasts and plansBe affordable, innovative, realistic, and responsible when studyingPotential future river bridgesTrunk Highway 41 (Carver-Scott counties, right-of-way only before 2040)Future Dayton-Ramsey local A-minor arterial (Hennepin-Anoka counties)Future principal arterials in Anoka, Dakota, Washington and Scott counties Ongoing Tension: Public expectation that highway capacity investments will occur with growthCongestion is a reality/expectation for all areas of the regionInvestments focus on providing options, easing congestionDevelopment of an adequate local road system, especially A-minor arterials, important to provide local connectivity, serve regional trips
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Transit Investment Direction
• Manage the existing bus and support system

– Serve the rapidly growing demand for Metro Mobility
– Limited improvements through capital expansion and 

modernization

• Expand the transitway system to guide future land use 
– Four new METRO lines (2 light rail, 2 BRT)
– Three arterial bus rapid transit lines
– Additional expansion through CTIB, yet to be determined

• Explore vision for accelerated transit expansion of $2-3B 
for bus and $5-6B for transitway projects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are quotes from the TPP that illustrate the region’s approach to investment on the highway system.
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Current Transit Investment
• Current Revenue: 

$31 billion (capital 
and operating)
‒ 4 METRO Lines 

(orange, blue and 
green extensions, 
gold)

‒ 3 new arterial bus 
rapid transit lines

‒ Continued progress 
on other transitways
being studied

‒ Increase in Metro 
Mobility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transitway Expansion Assumed to be Funded within the Current Revenue Scenario The transitway corridors below have a locally preferred alternative and are funded within the current revenue assumptions of the plan. They are shown on Figure 6-6 - Map of Current Revenue Scenario Transitways and CTIB Phase I Program of Projects. 	 • METRO Red Line Stage 2 (Cedar Avenue Transitway): in project development, planned to open around 2019 • METRO Orange Line (I-35W South BRT): in project development with some construction completed, planned to open around 2019 • METRO Green Line Extension (Southwest LRT): in project development, planned to open around 2019 • METRO Blue Line Extension (Bottineau LRT): in pre-project development, planned to open around 2022 • METRO Gold Line (Gateway dedicated BRT): in pre-project development, planned to open around 2022 • Three arterial BRT projects with one opening every 2-3 years: Snelling Avenue in design, Penn Ave in pre-project development, and Chicago Emerson-Fremont in planning 	Acceleration opportunitiesArterial BRTModern Streetcar
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Increased Transit Investment
• Increased Revenue: 

additional 
$7-9 billion (capital 
and operating)

• Governor’s proposal 
- additional corridor 
development with a 
focus on ABRT

• More and improved 
regular route 
services/facilities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additional Transitways under Increased Revenue Scenario Under the Increased Revenue Scenario the transitway corridors listed below – along with accelerating the Current Revenue Scenario transitways and the CTIB Phase I Program of Projects – could reasonably be implemented by 2040. These corridors are in various stages of planning and will need to complete a locally preferred alternative recommendation to be considered for prioritization and funding. The Council will continue to work with the appropriate partners in the planning of these potential transitway investments and with local governments working on land use planning. The complete transitway vision is shown on Figure 6-7: Map of Increased Revenue Scenario Transitways – Building an Accelerated Transitway Vision. 	 • Highway 169 • Highway 36 • I-35W North • I-394 • METRO Orange Line Extension • METRO Red Line Stage 3 • Midtown • North Central1 • Rush Line 	• Arterial BRT projects: o American Boulevard o Central Avenue NE o East 7th Street o Hennepin Avenue o Lake Street o Nicollet Avenue o Robert Street o West Broadway Avenue 
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Bicycle and Pedestrian Systems
• Regional Bicycle 

Transportation 
Network
‒ “Backbone” system for 

regional transportation
‒ Encourage coordinated 

planning and 
implementation

‒ An integrated, 
seamless network of 
on-street bikeways and 
off-road trails

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proposed Regional Bicycle Transportation Network (New)�Network Development Analysis Factors:Regional Job ConcentrationsOther Regional DestinationsBicycle Travel DemandConnecting with TransitFuture Population DensitySystem EquityKey messagesBiking/walking are effective transportation solutions within and near congested centersPedestrian planning best performed at local levelBicycle planning to ensure regional continuity is an important regional rolePedestrian planning is integral to planning for other transportation modes Regional Bicycle Trans. Network (New)Tier 1 Corridors given “highest priority”Tier 2 Corridors given “second highest priority”Critical Bicycle Transportation Links (New)Close a gap in the RBTN Provide short connecting trail between RBTN and local bikeway network.Improve continuity and connections between jurisdictions (on or off regional network)Improve or remove physical barrier (on or off regional network)Other Investment Prioritization Factors�Opportunities for Pedestrian ImprovementsSafetyCost-effectivenessMultimodal ProjectsReconstruction of Existing Facilities
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Potential RBTN Changes
• Minimum guidelines for bicycle facilities on the RBTN
• Maintenance expectations 
• Protected bike facility corridors subset of RBTN
• New language to encourage bicycle/pedestrian data 

collection
• Incorporation of “critical barrier crossings” from Regional 

Bicycle Barriers Study
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Land Use
• Creates policies for local 

comprehensive planning
• Identifies strategies, 

density and diversification 
of regional concentrations

• Establishes requirements, 
guidelines for land use to 
support transit 
investments: density, 
activity, best practices

• Minor edits and 
refinements expected

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proposed Regional Bicycle Transportation Network (New)�Network Development Analysis Factors:Regional Job ConcentrationsOther Regional DestinationsBicycle Travel DemandConnecting with TransitFuture Population DensitySystem EquityKey messagesBiking/walking are effective transportation solutions within and near congested centersPedestrian planning best performed at local levelBicycle planning to ensure regional continuity is an important regional rolePedestrian planning is integral to planning for other transportation modes Regional Bicycle Trans. Network (New)Tier 1 Corridors given “highest priority”Tier 2 Corridors given “second highest priority”Critical Bicycle Transportation Links (New)Close a gap in the RBTN Provide short connecting trail between RBTN and local bikeway network.Improve continuity and connections between jurisdictions (on or off regional network)Improve or remove physical barrier (on or off regional network)Other Investment Prioritization Factors�Opportunities for Pedestrian ImprovementsSafetyCost-effectivenessMultimodal ProjectsReconstruction of Existing Facilities
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Aviation
• System is:

‒ Well developed
‒ Meeting existing needs
‒ Key to the region’s 

economic 
competitiveness

‒ Focused on 
preservation and 
maintenance

• Incorporate 
completed reliever 
long-range plans

• Other minor edits 
expected

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aviation System Background Twin Cities Regional Aviation System is a well developed aviation system that serves the need of the metropolitan region.Updated TPP Aviation plan has minimal change from 2010.   Protection and maintenance of this system is important for economic competitiveness for the region.  Federal government actions could affect the system and the traveling publicAviation roles vary between federal, state, regional and local governmental units.
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Freight Investment
• Highway 

investments that aid 
freight mobility

• Rail system critical 
to region’s economy

• Incorporate new 
federal FAST Act 
freight funding

• Incorporate key 
truck corridors from 
regional truck study

• Other minor edits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ModesTrucks on RoadwaysFreight RailroadsBarges on RiverAirChallenges and Opportunities Capacity and Congestion High Fuel Costs Connectivity- the “Last Mile”Freight Safety Freight Security Freight Terminals and Adjacent Land Uses Minimal change from previous TPP – expanded a bit on freight rail safety with increase in oil trainsThe last challenge involves some land use tensions – as industry evolves, industrial land redevelops Investment Considerations by Mode TPP includes highway and aviation investment plansRegion has minimal involvement in planning other modesFreight rail is planned by individual railroadsRiver system- Army Corps, port authorities, private terminal operators
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• Current Plan available 
at:

• www.metrocouncil.org

Amy Vennewitz
651-602-1058

Katie White
612-602-1716
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